
Subject: just an animation for you vets
Posted by JadenStriker on Wed, 21 Apr 2004 05:27:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

A lot of people are likely to condem this little movie and call it a lier because the maker was to bias
and emotional, and focused too much on serton issues that could feedback on you Ranger.

Even if the payments are cut, your still reasponcable for your way of life any ways, and it would be
stupid to count on payments from the goverment to let you live your life.  People are more likely to
call you a lasy freeloaded living off of welfair checks and tell you to get a job.

I is nice that you serve, and it sucks that your payments got chopped, but you really can't expect
to depend on those any ways.  You got to go out and get a job, and an edjucation to get a good
one worth having, other wise people who complain about the cuts are BSing even if the statement
is true.

Your going to want a few good cards in your hand, and the first card you will want to support you
into getting a good job is a highschool deploma, then next is either some sort of college degree or
military service record w/o a dishonerable discharge.  That should get your foot in the door for at
least a job that pays 3$ more then minimuim.  If it doesn't, well hell your a person with tilent of
some sort, if you know what that is, prosue a field of study that intrest you, and if you don't know,
look to your past and what you have been great at, other then sex and beer consumtion, and then
base your choosen career on that, because hell, it is better to do something you like and get paid
for it rather then do something you hate that pays a butt load.

Sure it will take a little bit of time and money, maybe even have to get finacil aid support, but it is
better then a lasyboy chair and goverment checks.

Even if there where no cuts in the payments you still could not get the car you want, the TV you
desirve, and the big house you would like to live in on those payments.  I say screw trying to live a
mediocer life on goverment checks from militry service, I want more money, and I can get more if I
use the service as a refrance on my next job application, SO FUCK SITTING ARROUND, I WANT
A REAL PAY CHECK!
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